
Paste Height Monitor™

Electronic Assembly Equipment 

Maintaining the proper volume of solder paste on a stencil during SMT stencil printing is key to process repeatability and 
high yields.  Solder paste volume is reflected in a roll diameter, which directly affects paste pressure and this aperture 
fill volume.  Inadequate pressure results in incomplete aperture fills and print defects.  

The Paste Height Monitor is a non-contact solution that enables the user to monitor the past roll diameter on the 
front squeegee blade during a print stroke.  It is only designed to detect a low level condition (not excess), and is user-
programmable.  It interfaces with the printer’s automated paste replenishment system, or alerts the printer operator to 
add more paste, whichever configuration the user prefers.  User-definable parameters allow the process engineer to set 
and control the minimum bead size via a low level trigger point parameter setting.  

The Paste Height Monitor takes a reading to measure paste roll height at a single point central to the bead on top of 
the stencil.  It is taken on the front blade only when a front to read stroke is executing.  Readings are sampled 6 times 
during a front to rear squeegee stroke.  In addition to the solder paste measurement, the Paste Height Monitor works 
equally well with SMT adhesives.  The Paste Height Monitor is available and upgradeable for all Momentum Series and 
current model printers.  

Paste Height Monitor increase yields:

 •  Eliminates insufficients (opens) caused by low paste levels;

 •  Prevents defects caused by operators adding excessive paste;

 •  Reduces paste waste when used with the dispenser by preventing excess loading;

 •  Recovery wizard alerts operator to add paste manually and guides them through the process;

 •  Better efficiency by minimizing operator intervention through greater automation 

Also:

 •  Works with standard blades and side dams;

 •  No need for mechanical adjustment to accommodate different blade sizes;

 •  No mechanical contact with the stencil 

Effective solution 
designed to prevent 
defects caused by 
inadequate paste 

on the stencil.



Paste Height Monitor™ FAQs
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ITW EAE is a division of Illinois Tool Works, Inc.  It is a consolidation of all of its 
Electronic Assembly Equipment and Thermal Processing Technology.  The group 
includes world-class products from MPM, Camalot, Electrovert (Speedline), 
Vitronics Soltec and Despatch.

Q:  Can I control the bead size I want to print with?
A:  You can control the minimum bead size via the low level trigger point parameter setting.

Q:  Does the sensor indicate if there is too much paste in the roll?
A:  No, it is only designed to detect a low level condition.

Q:  Where is the reading for paste height taken?
A:  The reading is taken at a single point central to the bead on top of the stencil. Also, it is taken on the front blade 

only when a Front to Rear stroke is executing.

Q:  How often is the paste height reading taken?
A:  The readings are sampled 6 times during a front to rear squeegee stroke.

Q:  How do I change the amount of material being dispensed?
A:  Increasing the dispenser speed will dispense less material, and decreasing the speed will increase the amount 

of material dispensed. Slower speeds can negatively affect the printer’s cycle time. In that case, pressure to the 
dispenser can be adjusted to achieve the desired results.

Q:  Which MPM printer models is this feature available on?
A:  Edison, Momentum Series, Momentum Compact, Momentum BTB and BTB 125.

Q:  Can this option be upgraded on MPM printers?
A:  Yes, upgrades are available for all current MPM printers.

Q:  What version of software do I need on the MPM printer?
A:  Version 3.4  or later

Q:  Will this option work with adhesives?
A: Yes

Q:  How is this system different from ‘break beam’ style sensors?
A:  The Paste Height Monitor is of passive design. There is no mechanical device required to place the sensor in 

the “read” location, nor does it touch the stencil. It does not contact the solder paste and thus does not require 
cleaning.

Q:  I do not have a motorized paste dispenser and rely on the operator to add paste. Can I use the paste height 
monitor and still prompt the user to periodically check the paste?

A:  Yes. You can use the check paste frequency to verify the condition of the paste on the stencil, and then use the 
monitor to prompt the user to add additional paste when conditions warrant.


